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Abstract - In general, software development consists of requirements analysis, system analysis, system design, implementation, and testing. Among these phases, requirements analysis plays an important role during the software development. How to capture customer’s desired requirements precisely is a great challenge. Many efforts have been made in the area of requirements engineering. The most used approach is using goal-oriented approach to capture, analyze, and elaborate requirements. However, few efforts have been invested to investigate software requirements development by a group of team members. In this paper, we present a collaborative method and process to develop software requirements on a network-based collaborative platform. There are multi-roles and each of the roles performs a number of tasks of requirements writing, reviewing, and commenting at the same time on the network-based environment. Different roles are in charge of different tasks. Based on the collaborative method, a number of role relationships are proposed. In order to achieve the purpose of collaborative working, the platform provides several collaborative services to satisfy the need of developing requirements of a software system. All users carry out their work through different collaborative patterns. After all stakeholders finish their authoring of requirements, the integrated software requirements document will be generated.
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1 Introduction

In general, software development consists of requirements analysis, system analysis, system design, implementation, and testing. There are many software development methods have been proposed in recent decades, including the waterfall approach [19], Spiral [4], the iterative and incremental approach [16], RUP [14], XP [3], etc. According to different needs and characteristics, a software team may choose a proper model as their software development model. However, no matter which model is used, requirements phase plays an important role during the software development. Most failures of software development are due to the implicitness of requirements such that the later the inadequate requirements are discovered, the higher software development risks one may face.

Requirements engineering is concerned with requirements elicitation, analysis, and elaboration. There have been several studies pertaining to the field of requirements engineering proposed in recent years. A method, called KAOS, has been proposed to develop requirements engineering [10, 20, 21]. One can use KAOS to develop software requirements through goal refinement and goal operationalization. Bolchini et al. derives web application requirements through goal-oriented analysis [5, 6]. Yu proposes the $i^*$ framework as an agent-oriented approach to requirements engineering [22]. For the $i^*$ framework [22], the strategic dependency (SD) and strategic rationale (SR), are the two main modeling components. The SD is used to represent the dependency relationship among various actors. As for the SR, it is used to describe stakeholder interests and concern, and how they might be addressed by various configurations of systems and environment. Tropos uses the $i^*$ modeling framework to develop requirements-driven development for agent software [7]. This methodology consists of early requirements, late requirements, architectural, and detailed design phases. Similarly, Formal Tropos adopts the notion of the $i^*$ framework as its modeling framework [12]. In addition, Formal Tropos uses temporal logic [17] which used in KAOS project as its formal specification language. Also, Formal Tropos performs formal verification by using model checker NuSMV [9].

There are two kinds of software requirements, including functional requirements and non-functional requirements. Most researches concentrate on the study of func-
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tional requirements. However, some others select to ignore non-functional requirements because of their difficulty. Chung and Mylopoulos propose NFR framework to deal with non-functional requirements [8, 18]. In NFR framework [8, 18], decomposing NFR softgoals into more specific requirements. The results of goal refinement are expressed in graphs, called softgoal interdependency graphs (SIGs). That is, SIGs are used to represent and record the softgoals decomposition and express the processing of design. Recently, object-oriented software development becomes more and more popular. RUP have been proved is a successful software methodology [14]. Most modern software methodologies use Unified Modeling Language (UML) to specify, document, and visualize software specification [11]. In order to understand the requirements deeply, Ivar Jacobson proposes an use case driven Approach for requirements analysis [13]. Besides, UCM is a scenario-based approach for representing requirements [2].

Considering the development of software requirements, efficient communication among stakeholders and system developers is very important. There are a few works focus on this issue in the last few years. In order to manage software requirements efficiently, [15] develops a tool to support collaborative software requirements management. In this paper, we propose a multi-role collaborative method and platform for developing software requirements. The primary goal of this paper is to enhance the communication among people involved in the software project, including different stakeholders, analysts, managers, and so on. Through the enhancement of communication, analysts can understand the requirements of customers deeply. In addition, customers can represent more proper needs by means of the help of analysts. Due to the characteristics of involved people distributed in different places, a network-based environment is needed. By using such network-based platform, people can complete their own work anytime and anywhere. Hence, it may improve the efficiency as well as save time.

In this paper, we define several kinds of roles and roles relationship. By defining roles relationship, we can design collaborative mechanism which serves people satisfying their work on collaborative platform further. Collaborative platform provides several collaborative services for developing software requirements. We also derive several useful collaborative patterns. Actually, most collaborative works and tasks performed on collaborative platform follow derived collaborative patterns. After all stakeholders finish their authoring of requirements, the integrated software requirements document will be generated.

The organization of this paper is as the following. In Section 2, we define some kinds of roles and role relationship. In Section 3, we will describe the collaborative mechanism for developing software requirements, including collaborative services and collaborative patterns. The methods of collaborative software requirements generation are given in Section 4. The process of using collaborative platform for developing software requirements are given in Section 5. Conclusions and future works are given in Section 6.

2 Roles and Role Relationship

Software system development is a cooperative work, especially software requirements development phase. There are some people involved during the development of software requirement. Hence, we define several roles and role relationships.

2.1 Roles

On the multi-role collaborative platform, we can simply divide roles into two kinds of roles. One kind belongs to customers side, the other is system developers side. We totally define six roles in the multi-role collaborative platform. We define client representative, stakeholder, and client manager for customers side. As for system developers side, we define development representative, analyst, and development manager. Different roles have different characteristics and tasks. The description of various role as below:

**Client representative.** Negotiate with development representative to determine who will involve in the development of software requirement.

**Stakeholder.** The primary users to use the developed system. Various stakeholders write their needs through the collaborative platform. Upon any comments are made by others, stakeholders can modify their requirements based on the comments.

**Client manager.** Communicate with stakeholders and development manager. In addition, client manager is responsible for the management and monitoring of requirements from all stakeholders.

**Development representative.** Negotiate with client representative to determine who will involve in the development of software requirement.

**Analyst.** Analysts are in charge of system analysis. Besides, analysts also assist stakeholders in authoring their requirements through the collaborative mechanism.

**Development manager.** Communicate with analyst and client manager. In addition, development manager is responsible for the generation of collaborative software requirements.
2.2 Role Relationships

In this paper, we define six different roles collaboratively developing software requirements on network-based collaborative platform. In the following, we derive several role relationships among roles. Actually, most collaborative methods follow the role relationship. The detailed descriptions of role relationships as below.

Representative-representative negotiation role relationship. In general, we can divide collaborative software requirements development process into four main phases: role assignment, stakeholders authoring, analyst commenting, and collaborative software requirements generation. This role relationship as showed in Figure 1(a) happened in role assignment phase. In this phase, there are at least one client representative and development representative discuss and negotiate together in order to determine various relationships and assign people to play proper role.

Stakeholder-analyst collaborative role relationship. There are a variety of different stakeholders in the customers side. Different stakeholders use collaborative platform to write their requirements with the help of analysts through the collaborative platform. After stakeholders write their own requirements, analysts can help stakeholders to finish complete requirements by making comments on the inadequate requirements. Then, stakeholders can modify and improve their requirements according to the comments from analysts. The role relationship showed in Figure 1(b).

(Client manager/stakeholder)-development manager role relationship. This role relationship as showed in Figure 1(c) is composed of three kinds of roles. The main communication is between one client manager and one development manager. In addition to development manager, client manager also communicate with stakeholders. This time, client manager is regarded as the bridge between stakeholders and development manager.

(Client manager/analyst) role relationship. This role relationship as showed in Figure 1(d) is similar to (client manager/stakeholder)-development manager role relationship. The main difference is that development manager is the bridge between analyst and client manager in this role relationship.

(Client manager/stakeholder)-(development manager/analyst) role relationship. This role relationship as showed in Figure 1(e) involved four kinds of roles. This relationship concentrates on the communication between one client manager and one development manager. In addition, client manager may need the support and help from stakeholders. Similarly, analysts can help development manager to make the communication more efficient.

Client manager-development manager role relationship. This role relationship is showed in Figure 1(f). After various stakeholders finish their own requirements respectively, the collaborative software requirements will be generated. Then, we have to perform the validation of collaborative software requirements. Client manager and development manager perform the validation together. For example, one of the validation method is simulation.

3 Collaborative Mechanism

Collaborative platform provides several collaborative services for developing software requirements. The provided collaborative services form some common collaborative patterns. These collaborative patterns are the bases of collaborative platform. Users interact with each other follow collaborative patterns on collaborative platform. These collaborative patterns support the primary collaborative mechanism.

3.1 Collaborative Services

In this paper, we propose four collaborative services to support the development of collaborative software requirements on collaborative platform. In the following, we will give the description of various collaborative services.

Collaborative authoring service: Provide users for writing, viewing, and commenting the requirements.
Supporting work service: Provide some supports for helping users carry out their work.

Integrated specification generation service: After writing the requirements, this service provides a mechanism for generating software requirements specification.

Collaborative validation service: Provide the environment and method of requirements validation. Development manager and client manager interact with each other in order to validate the requirements specification collaboratively.

3.2 Collaborative Patterns

Considering the development of software requirements, we intend to improve the communication among people involved in the software development project. Hence, we especially highlight collaboration among people on network-based environment. In the following, we conclude several common collaborative patterns happened on collaborative platform.

Before giving the description of collaborative patterns, we explain the meaning of titles which are used to describe the collaborative patterns firstly. Name title is unique identification for patterns. Short description title gives a very short description for patterns. Roles title contains all roles within patterns. Collaborative diagram title will give a diagram to show the interaction between roles. Feature title describe the primary characteristic about the pattern. Finally, detailed description title describes all possible interactions of the pattern in detail.

1. Single peer interaction.
   Name: Single peer interaction
   Short description: One person interact with another person.
   Roles: Stakeholders, analyst, client manager, development manager.
   Collaborative diagram: Figure 2(a)
   Feature: The interaction happened between only two people.
   Detailed description: Single peer interaction is the most basic collaborative pattern. As a basic interaction pattern, this pattern may work independently, in addition, this pattern also can incorporate with other works to form another collaborative patterns. This collaborative pattern contain two kinds of roles. There are several kinds of composition of roles in this collaborative pattern as below.
   (a) Stakeholder-2-stakeholder
   (b) Stakeholder-2-analyst
   (c) Client manager-2-development manager
   (d) Development manager-2-analyst

2. Multi peer interaction.
   Name: Multi peer interaction
   Short description: Same kind of role interacts with each other.
   Roles: Stakeholder
   Collaborative diagram: Figure 2(b)
   Feature: All people are the same kind of role.
   Detailed description: Actually, this collaborative pattern is concerned with stakeholders mainly. Stakeholders write their own requirements, other stakeholders can review them.

   Name: Single Central Collaboration
   Short description: There is a manager work as administrator. This manager is the role of bridge among other people.
   Roles: Stakeholder, client manager, analyst, development manager.
   Collaborative diagram: Figure 2(c)
   Feature: There is a person works as administrator.
   Detailed description: There are tow kinds of collaborative pattern according to the role of manager. Client manager plays the role of administrator, other roles are stakeholders. Development manager plays the role of administrator, other roles are analysts.

   Name: Multi Central Collaboration
   Short description: Contains two kinds of managers in this collaborative pattern.
   Roles: Stakeholder, client manager, analyst, development manager.
   Collaborative diagram: Figure 2(d)
   Feature: This pattern happened in the late phase.
   Detailed description: This pattern concentrates on that client manager communicates with development manager. Besides, client manager might interacts
with stakeholders and development manager interacts with analysts.

4 Collaborative Software Requirements Generation

The ultimate artifact of software requirements development is software requirements specification. IEEE std-830 [1] recommends chapter organization of specification as well as what should be contained in software requirements specification. Most requirements analysts adopt SRS template as chapter structure of software requirement specification. In this paper, we use pruned SRS template as our software requirements specification template. It contains several sections, including introduction, functional requirements, non-functional requirements, and glossary. All stakeholders write their own requirements, respectively. Upon all stakeholders finish the writing of requirements, collaborative software requirements will be generated according to the format of pruned SRS template.

Stakeholders use requirements writing service to write their own requirements on collaborative platform. Generally, requirements are divided into two kinds of requirements, including functional requirements (FR) and non-functional requirements (NFR). There are three scenarios for determining the kind of requirement. Firstly, stakeholders determine the kind of requirements after writing the requirements. Since this requirement is very obvious that requirement belongs to the kind of functional requirement or non-functional requirement, stakeholders can make the determination without the help of analysts. Second, the requirements are not very obvious to be judged which kinds of requirements it belonged to. Even so, stakeholders still determine the type of requirements. Then, analysts give some recommendation about the kinds of requirements written by stakeholders. Afterward, stakeholders can modify the kind of requirement based on the recommendation according to the recommendation. Finally, it is hard for stakeholders to determine the kinds of requirements. Stakeholders only write down the requirement without determining the kind of requirement. The task of determining the kind of requirement is performed by analysts.

Considering the non-functional requirements, there are two kinds of requirements. They are global non-functional requirements that the constraints are suitable for entire system. As for local non-functional requirement, the constraints only have effects on some parts of system. The arrangement of non-functional requirements is based on the properties of global or local.

For the monitoring of progress of software requirements development, we can use a simple approach for the monitoring of development progress. The monitoring of progress of the development of software requirements development is based on how many stakeholders involved. The rate of how many stakeholders finish the writing of requirements might be regarded as the reference of progress. Hence, according to this, we are aware of the progress of the development of software requirements currently on collaborative platform. In fact, we can adjust the percent of everyone’s responsibility according to some factors if necessary.

5 Collaborative Software Requirements Development Process

Requirements engineering and process are concerned with capturing customer’s requirements. In this paper, we propose a collaborative software requirements development process for developing software requirements on collaborative environment. The collaborative process consists of five activities, including role assignment, role assignment validation, stakeholders authoring, analyst commenting, and SRS generation. In addition, activity might produces some artifacts, including initial requirements or refined requirements, comments, and final collaborative requirements specification.

The complete collaborative software requirements development process showed in Figure 3. The detailed descriptions of activities are given in the following.

1. Role assignment activity. The primary task of this activity is that preparing for proceeding to collaborative software requirements development. At this activity, client and development representative discuss and negotiate with each other. After that, they determine several roles which involved during the software requirements development.

2. Role assignment validation activity. This activity check if the role assignment is adequate. If there are some conflict happened or it is not proper, it is necessary to return to previous activity. If not, this activity will finish, and goes to next activity stakeholders authoring.

3. Stakeholders authoring activity. The first time enters this activity, stakeholders write their own requirements. This time produces initial requirements artifact as well as enters next activity analyst commenting. If this activity is not performed at the first time, it will require requirements and comments as input.

4. Analyst commenting activity. This activity requires requirements written by stakeholders as input. Analyst will give useful comments to stakeholders if
the requirements are still not complete enough. If requirements are still not finished, it will return to previous activity stakeholders authoring. Otherwise, it will enter to next activity collaborative software requirements generation.

5. SRS generation activity. This activity requires refined requirements as input. It will produce final collaborative requirements specification artifact. After that, it will enter to next phase doing requirements validation.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

Capturing requirements from stakeholders correctly and efficiently is always an important and difficult task. In addition to technique aspect, we should also consider domain knowledge aspect as well. There are many people with different backgrounds involved in software project development. Hence, it is very important that making the communication among people more efficient. In the past, interviewing is the most used approach to capture customer’s requirements. However, sometimes it spends too much time. Due to the emergence of high-speed network, we can communicate with other people through the network. Similarly, we can elicit customer’s requirements on network environment.

In this paper, we propose that using collaborative method on network-based environment to develop software requirements. Due to the proposed platform is a collaborative platform, we define six roles in the platform, including client representative, stakeholder, client manager, development representative, analyst, and development manager. These different roles perform the task of requirements writing, reviewing, and commenting at the same time on the network-based environment. Different roles have different tasks to accomplish. Based on the collaborative method, there are some kinds of role relationships form on the collaborative platform. In order to achieve the purpose of collaborative working, platform provides several collaborative services to satisfy the need of collaborative working. All users carry out their work by following different collaborative patterns. After all stakeholders finish their authoring of requirements, the integrated software requirements document will be generated.

Communication and collaboration are important factors in software requirements development phase. The primary goal of this paper is to improve the communication among different people during requirements development. We put collaborative mechanism into software requirements development. Through the collaborative mechanism, people cooperate with other people to develop software requirements. In addition to software requirements development, it is potential that applying collaborative mechanism to other work of software development. For example, it is possible to apply collaborative mechanism to project management and monitoring as well as system analysis and design. Our ultimate goal is to develop a network-based platform for facilitating the development of software requirements, system analysis, system design, validation, project management, and so on. In the future, we will develop collaborative project management and monitoring mechanism. Similarly, there are some roles pertaining to project management and monitoring, including project manager, team leader, and team member.
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